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Planning for your and your family’s future is now
more important than ever. Future Provider annuity,
offered by Americo Financial Life and Annuity

Insurance Company can provide you with the choices and
guarantees to help make your retirement goals a reality. 

Future Provider provides all the benefits of  a traditional
fixed annuity, and much more!

Tax-deferred growth
Under current tax laws, interest compounds tax-deferred,
allowing your money to grow faster in your Future Provider
annuity until you withdraw your money. 

This hypothetical illustration shows the difference between a taxable
vehicle and a tax-deferred vehicle. The illustration shown assumes
no withdrawals, and uses an effective tax rate of 28%, interest rates
of 6% for the duration of each illustration, and an initial
contribution of $50,000.

All information shown here is hypothetical, intended for illustrative
purposes only and not guaranteed. Withdrawals of interest from an
annuity will be subject to income tax. An additional 10% penalty
may apply if  the withdrawal occurs prior to age 59 1/2.

Neither Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company
nor any agent representing Americo Financial Life and Annuity
Insurance Company is authorized to give legal or tax advice. Please
consult a qualified, professional legal or tax advisor regarding the
information and concepts contained in this material.

Access to cash
While you should make every effort to give your money
time to grow, sometimes circumstances require that you
access your money earlier than expected. Future Provider
allows you to access your money using several different
options:

� Withdraw up to 10% of  your Accumulation Value 
each year including the first year.

� Checkbook Access. For your convenience, Americo 
can provide you with checks, at your request, that can 
be used after the first year to withdraw funds from 
your Future Provider annuity. These drafts can be 
presented to your financial institution for any reason 
you desire. Withdrawals taken through this check-
writing benefit apply toward your annual 10% free 
withdrawal privilege. Of  course, any amounts taken in 
excess are subject to surrender charges. The minimum 
withdrawal amount is $500.

� Systematic Monthly interest income may be 
selected from your Declared Interest Account after the
policy has been in force for 30 days. Interest paid 
under this option is considered a withdrawal under the
10% annual free withdrawal privilege. 

� A guaranteed income for life. Your accumulation 
value may be converted into a guaranteed income, 
after the 5th policy year, for at least 5 years. Unlike 
many other financial products, an annuity can provide 
you with an income you can’t outlive. Various income 
options are available, including single and joint life 
options. Not available in all states. 

Providing for your future..
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Multiple Crediting Options
When you make a contribution to a Future Provider indexed annuity, you have 
a choice of  six interest rate crediting options that will determine how you earn interest. 
Available options: 

Premiums can be divided among multiple indexed interest rate crediting options and a declared interest option that guarantees the
rate will never go below a specified minimum. You can select one or more options, as long as the premium allocated to each is at
least $50. You also have the flexibility to change your interest rate crediting option on each index anniversary. 

Upside potential, with no downside risk
The interest that your Future Provider annuity earns is linked to changes in the NASDAQ-100® and/or the S&P 500® Indexes.
You, therefore, have the potential to earn more than you would with a traditional fixed rate annuity but without the downside risk
of  investing directly in the stock market. In addition, your interest is calculated at the end of  each year and locked in. You cannot
lose those earnings if  index values go down in future years.

Let’s take a hypothetical look at how Future Provider might perform in favorable, average, and poor markets. The example
assumes that all premium is placed in the S&P 500® Point-to-Point with a Cap option over a 10-year period and that no surrender
charges have been assessed over this 10-year period. The assumed Cap is 9%, Spread is 1%, and Participation Rate is 100%. 

When selecting an indexed crediting option, it is important to understand that your Accumulation Values will be affected by the
performance of  the S&P 500® Index and/or the NASDAQ-100®. The performance of  the Index is directly affected by changes
in market conditions. Please read your consumer disclosure for more information on the different options available with Future
Provider and how these options might work for you. 

S&P 500 Index Growth 19.88%

Average Market

Future Provider Growth 0%

Poor Market

S&P 500 Index Growth 8.15%

Future Provider Growth 7.15%

S&P 500 Index Growth -10%

Future Provider Growth 9%

Favorable Market

This hypothetical example of a 10-year favorable market
period shows a growth in the S&P 500® of  19.88%.
Future Provider would return 9% in this market because
of  the 9% Cap with this method.

This hypothetical example of  a 10-year average market
period shows a growth in the S&P 500® of  8.15%.
Future Provider would return 7.15% in this market
because of  the 1% Spread with this method.

This hypothetical example of  a 10-year poor market
period shows a change in the S&P 500® of  -10%.
Future Provider would not decline in value because of
the guarantees in the product.

Upon death or surrender, we guarantee that your Cash Surrender Value will never be less than 100% of  your
premiums, less withdrawals, accruing at 2.0% interest for the first 13 contract years, and at 3.0% interest
thereafter, less surrender charges. 

..and theirs. 

Values shown for illustrative purposes only.

�Monthly Averaging, S&P 500® 
�Point-to-Point, NASDAQ-100®
�Point-to-Point, S&P 500® without a Cap

�Point-to-Point, S&P 500® with a Cap
�The EZ Option
�Declared Interest Option



Introducing the “EZ Option”
Let’s first take a look at how the EZ Option works. At the beginning of  each 1-year term, the EZ Option Rate is declared. Crediting
of  the EZ Option Rate is tied to the S&P 500® Index Value. At the end of  the 1-year term, if  the S&P 500® Index Value is greater
than the S&P 500® Index Value at the beginning of  the 1-year term, your Participation Account will be credited interest according
to the declared EZ Option Rate. If  the S&P 500® Index Value is less than or equal to the beginning value, no interest will be
credited. Take a hypothetical look at how the EZ Option would work in a year in which the S&P 500® Index goes up, followed by a
year in which the S&P 500® Index goes down. This example assumes an EZ Option Rate of  5%.

How do the crediting options work?
Point-to-Point and Monthly Averaging
How do the Point-to-Point and Monthly Averaging crediting options work? Let’s assume that you start your Future Provider annuity
with a beginning Participation Account value of  $100,000. Below is an example of  how to determine the index rates for the two
crediting methodologies, Monthly Averaging and Point-to-Point and the effect that the Monthly Averaging, S&P 500® option would
have on your account. 

�We need to calculate what the index rate will be. You can either choose a Monthly Averaging or Point-to-Point method:

�According to the option that you have chosen, we will apply a Cap, Spread, and Participation Rate, if  applicable. The rates that are
applied vary based on the option that you chose. Let’s take a look at the Monthly Averaging, S&P 500® example: 

Hypothetical Year One
Beginning Index Value: 1000

Ending Index Value: 1008

Movement = 
UP

Accumulation Value is increased 5%

Ending Account Value = 105,000

Hypothetical Year Two
Beginning Index Value: 1008

Ending Index Value: 900

Movement =
DOWN

Accumulation Value is increased 0%

Ending Account Value = 105,000

Monthly Averaging Index Rate 

Monthly Averaging is the average of  12 monthly index closing values
over the year compared to the beginning value. 

[(average value - beginning value) / beginning value]
The index rate for Monthly Averaging in the example is 12.80%.

[(1051.13 - 931.87) / 931.87] = .12798 or 12.80%

Point-to-Point Index Rate 
Point-to-Point uses the closing values of  the Index at the beginning

and end of  the year.  
[(ending value - beginning value) / beginning value]

The index rate Point-to-Point in the example is 13.85%.

[(1060.93 - 931.87) / 931.87] = .13850 or 13.85%

Beginning Accumulation Value
$100,000

Beginning Accumulation Value
$105,000

Values shown for illustrative purposes only. 

Beginning Account Value of  $100,000
Participation Rate is 85% (12.80% * .85 = 10.88%)

Spread is 1.00% (10.88% - 1% = 9.88%)
No Cap

Account value is increased 9.88%
Ending Account Value = $109,880



When you purchase your Future Provider equity-indexed annuity, you have the option of  increasing the benefits your heirs will
receive to a minimum of  either 130% or 150%. By choosing the Death Benefit Payout Rider, your heirs will receive a death benefit
payable in an income stream of  15 years or 25 years.

This rider may be extremely beneficial for those who wish to have their legacy paid in an income stream as opposed to a lump sum. 

Here’s how it works:
Joe is a 60-year-old grandfather. He recently purchased a $100,000
Future Provider policy with the Death Benefit Payout Rider to
enhance his retirement plan. In the event of  his death, he wishes to
pass these funds onto his grandchildren; however, Joe is concerned
about passing on the funds in one lump payment to his young
grandchildren.

Since Joe selected an enhanced death benefit option, he is able to
control how his money is distributed to his grandchildren after his
death. Joe can now guarantee a stream of  payments to them for 15
years after his death. A 25-year option is also available. 

Let’s assume the value of  Joe’s annuity at his death is $150,000.
Because Joe chose an enhanced death benefit option, his legacy will be
guaranteed to increase by at least $45,000. Joe chose the annual
income option for his grandchildren, so his grandchildren are
guaranteed a stream of  annual payments of  $13,000 over 15 years. If
Joe had chosen the 25-year option, his legacy would have been
guaranteed to increase by at least $75,000 and they would have
received an annual payment of  $9,000. 

An Enhanced Death Benefit Option
allows you the ability to increase the benefits that your heirs 

will receive to a minimum of  130%.

15-year Death Benefit Payout Rider:

Death Benefit: $150,000
Guaranteed Increase: 30% ($45,000) 
Guaranteed payments made annually 
over 15 years ($195,000 /15): $13,000

Total payments made: $195,000 
(130% of  $150,000)

Please note: current rates may be higher than the guaranteed rates illustrated above. 

25-year Death Benefit Payout Rider:

Death Benefit: $150,000
Guaranteed Increase: 50% ($75,000) 
Guaranteed payments made annually 
over 25 years ($225,000 /25): $9,000

Total payments made: $225,000 
(150% of  $150,000)

The Death Benefit Payout Rider (Rider Series 2152) is not available in all states. Please see the Benefits Summary and Disclosure for limitations and restrictions.



*Non-guaranteed percentages may change, but will never be less than the guaranteed percentages.  

Future Provider
Contract Series 267

The following information is a summary of  the
Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance
Company’s Equity Indexed Annuity contract. Please
refer to your annuity contracts for complete details.
Future Provider is a equity-indexed, flexible premium
deferred annuity that provides both declared interest
options earning traditional fixed interest rates and
indexed interest options, where your account may be
credited with interest based on the performance of  the
S&P 500® and the NASDAQ-100® indexes (each
index excludes dividends).

Guarantees

Guaranteed Minimum Surrender Value 
We guarantee that your Cash Surrender Value will never
be less than 100% of  your premiums, less withdrawals,
accruing at an annual effective rate of  2% for the first
13 Contract Years, and 3% interest thereafter, less
Surrender Charges. Due to Surrender Charges, you may
receive less than the premiums you paid if  you
surrender during the early years of  your Contract.

Accumulation Value 
At any point in time, your Accumulation Value can be
determined by adding together the following:
1) all Participation Accounts
2) all Declared Interest Accounts, and 
3) all premiums and interest not yet allocated to a 

Participation Account or Declared Interest 
Account.

Death Benefit 
Upon the death of  the Owner, We will pay a Death
Benefit to the designated Beneficiary. The Death
Benefit is the greater of  the Accumulation Value with
accrued indexed interest or the Guaranteed Minimum
Surrender Value, less any applicable Premium Taxes.
Please refer to your annuity Contract for details.

Death Benefit Payout Rider 

If  you select the Death Benefit Payout Rider, the
proceeds of  your Contract’s Death Benefit will be paid
to your designated Beneficiary over a period of  15 or
25 years. You may select the time period and frequency
of  the equal periodic payments. The two Death Benefit
Payout Options are described below.

Death Benefit Payout Option 1 
If  you select Death Benefit Payout Option 1, the
proceeds payable upon your death will be paid over 25
years in equal periodic payments to your designated
Beneficiary. The total of  these periodic payments at the
end of  25 years will equal the Death Benefit multiplied
by a percentage. Currently, the non-guaranteed
percentage is 170%* but is guaranteed never to be less
than 150%. If  any designated Beneficiary is over age 59
and less than or equal to age 71 at the time of  your
death, Death Benefit Payout Option 2 will apply. 

Death Benefit Payout Option 2 
If  you select Death Benefit Payout Option 2, the
proceeds payable upon your death will be paid over 15
years in equal periodic payments to your designated
Beneficiary. The total of  these periodic payments at the
end of  15 years will equal the Death Benefit multiplied
by a percentage. Currently, the non-guaranteed
percentage is 140%* but is guaranteed never to be less
than 130%. If  any designated Beneficiary is over age 71
at the time of  your death, Death Benefit Payout Option
2 will no longer apply. The Death Benefit if  neither
Option 1 nor Option 2 is available will equal the greater
of  the Accumulation Value with accrued indexed
interest or the Guaranteed Minimum Surrender Value,
less any applicable Premium Taxes.

Americo may declare non-guaranteed percentages at
any time, but they will not be less than the guaranteed
percentages of  150% and 130% for Options 1 and 2,
respectively.

Benefits Summary & Disclosure

AIL8418 (Rev. 8/06)

IMPORTANT:  PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PURCHASING YOUR ANNUITY
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Declared Interest Option

Declared Interest Rate 
Interest will be paid on the Declared Interest Option at
a rate set in advance by the Company. We may change
the Current Interest rate payable on Declared Interest
Options at any time, but it will never be less than 2%.
The interest rate for any Declared Interest Option will
be guaranteed for one full year from the date of
premium payment.

Term Period 
The Term Period is the period over which funds will be
held in a Declared Interest Option. Term Periods will
be not less than one (1) year. All periods start on the
date a Declared Interest Option is established or the
date following the day a prior Term Period ends.

Indexed Options

Index 
The Index is the measure used for determining the
credit to your Indexed Accounts. For Future Provider
the indexes are the S&P 500® and the NASDAQ-100®
indexes (each index excludes dividends).

Index Crediting Options 
Future Provider currently provides five Index Crediting
Options in addition to the Declared Interest Option.
You may allocate premiums among the Declared
Interest Option, four Point-to-Point Options, and a
Monthly Averaging Option: 

� Monthly Averaging, S&P 500®
� Point-to-Point, NASDAQ-100®
� Point-to-Point, S&P 500® without a Cap
� Point-to-Point, S&P 500® with a Cap
� Point-to-Point, S&P 500®, The EZ Option

Index Period 
The period over which we will determine any increase
in an Index. Index Periods will be not less than one (1)
year. All periods start on the date a Participation
Account is established or the date following the day a
prior Index Period ends.

Index Credited Amount
The amount, if  any, we add to a Participation Account
at the end of  each Index Period for that Participation

Account. You may elect to have the Index Credited
Amount calculated using a Monthly Averaging
methodology, a Point-to-Point methodology, or a
combination of  both. An Index Credited Amount can
never be less than zero. Partial Surrenders will reduce
the Index Credited Amount.

Monthly Averaging Method
The Monthly Averaging method is calculated as the
average of  the twelve closing index values on the twelve
monthly index dates following the first index date after
the premium is received. The index increase equals the
percentage increase of  the index average over the initial
index value [(average value - beginning value) /
beginning value]. 

Point-to-Point Method 
The Point-to-Point method calculates the change in the
index rate from the beginning of  the Index Period to
the end of  the then current Index Period. If  positive,
this change in the index rate is used to calculate the
Index Credited Amount. [(ending value - beginning
value) / (beginning value)]. 

For both the Monthly Averaging and Point-to-Point
methods, the Net Index Rate will be determined by
adjusting the Index Rate by the current Participation
Rate, Spread, and Cap, as applicable.

The EZ Option 
The EZ Option is designed to help simplify your
choices. At the beginning of  the Index Period, we will
designate an EZ Option Rate based on the S&P 500®
Index Value. At the end of  the Index Period, if  the
S&P 500® Index Value is greater than the S&P 500®
Index Value at the beginning of  the Index Period, your
Participation Account will be credited interest according
to the EZ Option Rate. If  the S&P 500® Index Value
has not changed or has declined, no interest will be
credited.

The EZ Option Rate is guaranteed for the Index Period
to never be less than 3% during the first 10 Contract
years, and 2% thereafter.

EZ Option Rate
The EZ Option Rate is an interest rate used to
determine the Index Credited Amount for the EZ
Option. The EZ Option Rate will be declared in



advance for the Index Period applicable to a
Participation Account and will be guaranteed for the
length of  that Index Period.

Creation of  Participation Account(s) 
Each premium allocation creates a Participation
Account which earns an annual interest rate based on
the Index Crediting Option you select. Premiums are
transferred to the Participation Account on the Index
Date immediately following the date your premium is
received or the issue date of  the Contract, whichever is
later. Index Dates are the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th of
each month. Prior to the creation of  Participation
Accounts, your money will earn the Declared Interest
Option Guaranteed Interest Rate of  2%.

Participation Rate 
The Participation Rate is a percentage of  an Index Rate
used with the Spread to determine the Index Credited
Amount. There is no Participation Rate applicable to
the EZ Option. The Participation Rate will be declared
in advance for the Index Period applicable to a
Participation Account and will be guaranteed for the
length of  that Index Period. The Participation Rate on
the Contract Date and the Minimum Participation Rate
are shown on a Contract Data page for each Equity
Indexed Option, as applicable.

Cap 
The Cap is the maximum on the Net Index Rate for
the fourth Equity Indexed Option. There is no Cap
applicable to Equity Indexed Options 1, 2, 3 or the EZ
Option. The Cap will be declared in advance for each
Index Period applicable to a Participation Account and
will be guaranteed for the length of  the Index Period.
The Cap on the Contract Date and the Minimum Cap
are shown on a Contract Data page for each Equity
Indexed Option, as applicable.

Spread 
The Spread is a deduction from the result of  the Index
Rate multiplied by the Participation Rate to calculate an
Index Credited Amount. There is no Spread applicable
to the EZ Option. The Spread will be declared in
advance for the Index Period applicable to a
Participation Account and will be guaranteed for the
length of  the Index Period.

Transfers 
You may transfer part, or all, of  the value under an
Option to a different Option at the end of  each Term
Period or Index Period. Transfers are subject to
minimums. Your Option transfer instructions must be
received at least fifteen (15) days before the end of  the
Term Period or Index Period. Please see your annuity
Contract for details. 

Premium Taxes 
Premium Taxes do not apply in all jurisdictions. If  your
jurisdiction charges a Premium Tax, we may deduct this
tax from your premium payments or from the proceeds
of  this annuity Contract depending on the laws of  your
jurisdiction and in accordance with our then current
Company practice.

Cash Surrender Value 
Future Provider is for long-term savings. Should you
need to terminate your Contract early, a surrender
charge may apply. The Cash Surrender Value is the
greater of  (a) the Accumulation Value less the
Surrender Charge (see below), less any applicable
Premium Taxes, or (b) the Guaranteed Minimum
Surrender Value, less any applicable Premium Taxes. A
Surrender Charge may be assessed against the Contract
if  a Partial or Total Surrender is taken. The Surrender
Charge is determined by multiplying the appropriate
percentage, as determined from the table below, by the
Accumulation Value or Partial Surrender, as applicable
on the date of  withdrawal. The 10% penalty-free
withdrawal applies only if  the balance of  the
Accumulation Value remains under the Contract for a
minimum of  six months. The penalty-free benefit does
not apply to a Total Surrender. If  during a six month
period following a penalty-free withdrawal We receive a
request for a Total Surrender, We will apply the
Surrender Charge that was waived in addition to the
Surrender Charge that would otherwise apply.You may
request one Partial Surrender up to 10% of  the
Accumulation Value each Contract Year without a
Surrender Charge. Please refer to your annuity Contract
for specific information regarding surrenders. 

AIL8418 (Rev. 8/06)



Surrender Charge Schedule: Future Provider, 
Ages 0-85

Surrender Charge Schedule: Future Provider, 
Ages 86-90

Checkbook Access 
After the first Contract Year and before the Annuity
Date, you may take Partial Surrenders from the
Contract by way of  drafts. The drafts are available upon
written request to the Company.

Partial Surrenders taken by way of  drafts will be subject
to conditions of  the Partial Surrender provision and
any applicable surrender charges. Please refer to your
annuity Contract for details. Drafts may not be used to
exercise a Total Surrender of  the Contract. Any such
surrender must be made in accordance with the
applicable provisions of  the Contract.

Free Look Period 
You may cancel your annuity Contract within a certain
number of  days after it is delivered to you and receive a
complete refund of  premiums, less any Partial
Surrenders. Please refer to your annuity Contract for
details.

Annuitization 
You can receive periodic income payments from your
annuity. When you annuitize, you can choose from
several options including options that provide income
for life and/or for a specific period of  years. Please
refer to your annuity Contract for details.

Policy Year

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6

Rate 11.6% 10.7% 9.9% 9.0% 8.1% 7.2%

Policy Year

Year 7 8 9 10 11+

Rate 6.3% 5.3% 4% 2% 0%

Policy Year

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6+

Rate 7% 6% 5% 4% 2% 0%

AIL8418 (Rev. 8/06)



ACKNOWLEDGMENT

This annuity is intended to be a long-term retirement instrument. If  You keep this annuity only a few years, contract
values may be less than the total contributions due to Surrender Charges, income tax, and IRS penalties. Under current
federal tax law, amounts withdrawn or distributed may be subject to federal and state income taxes. In addition, a 10%
federal tax penalty may apply if  distributions are made prior to the Owner reaching age 59 ½. If  you are considering the
purchase of  an annuity contract for use in an IRA or other qualified plan, you should consider other features of  the
annuity besides tax deferral. Under current tax law, annuities grow tax-deferred and an annuity is not required for tax
deferral in qualified plans. Neither Americo nor its agents provide tax or legal advice. Please consult a qualified tax or
legal advisor for more details.

WHILE THE VALUES OF THIS CONTRACT MAY BE AFFECTED BY AN EXTERNAL INDEX, THE
CONTRACT DOES NOT DIRECTLY PARTICIPATE IN ANY STOCK OR EQUITY INVESTMENTS.

To be read and signed by Owner: I have read each page and have been given a copy of  this Benefits Summary and
Disclosure. I acknowledge I have reviewed this Benefits Summary and Disclosure, and the indexed features of  this
product have been explained to me. I understand any illustrated values shown to me, with the exception of  guaranteed
minimum values, are for illustration purposes only and are not guarantees, promises, or warranties. 

Owner’s Signature Date

Joint Owner’s Signature (if  applicable) Date

Agent’s Certification: I hereby certify that I have given the Owner a signed copy of  this Benefits Summary and
Disclosure. I have made no statements to the Owner that differ in any significant manner from this Benefits Summary
and Disclosure, nor have I made any promises or guarantees about the future value of  any non-guaranteed elements of
this annuity contract.

Agent’s Signature Date

Agent’s Name: Agent’s No. 

*The Standard & Poor’s 500 Composite Stock Price Index (S&P 500 Index) does not include dividends. “Standard & Poor’s®”, “S&P®”, “S&P
500®”, and “500” are trademarks of  The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., and have been licensed for use by Us. The product is not sponsored,
endorsed, sold, or promoted by Standard & Poor’s, and Standard & Poor’s makes no representation regarding the advisability of  purchasing the
Product.

NASDAQ®, NASDAQ-100®, and NASDAQ-100 Index®, are trademarks of  The Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc. (which with its affiliates is referred
to as the “Corporations”) and are licensed for use by Americo Life, Inc.  The Product(s) have not been passed on by the Corporations as to
their legality or suitability.  The Product(s) are not issued, endorsed, sold, or promoted by the Corporations. THE CORPORATIONS MAKE
NO WARRANTIES AND BEAR NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT(S).

AIL8418 (Rev. 8/06)
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State Required Notices

Below are notices that apply only in specific states. Please read the following carefully if the state in which the owner resides is

listed.

AZ Residents Only: Upon written request, we will provide you with information regarding the benefits and provisions of the annuity

contract for which you are applying. If you are not satisfied with this contract, you may return it within 10 days, or 30 days if the

owner is age 65 or over, after the date you receive it. Any premium paid will be refunded without interest.

AR, LA, NM, and OK Residents Only: Any person who knowingly and with intent to injure, defraud or deceive any insurance

company, submits an application for insurance containing any materially false, incomplete, or misleading information, or conceals for

the purpose of misleading, any material fact, is guilty of insurance fraud, which is a crime in certain states, a felony. Penalties may

include imprisonment.

CA Residents Only: § 789.8 The sale or liquidation of any stock, bond, IRA, certificate of deposit, mutual fund, annuity, or other

asset to fund the purchase of this product may have tax consequences, early withdrawal penalties, or other costs or penalties. You

or your agent may wish to consult independent legal or financial advice before selling or liquidating any assets prior to the purchase

of any life or annuity products being solicited, offered for sale, or sold.

District of Columbia Residents Only: WARNING: It is a crime to provide false or misleading information to an insurer for the

purpose of defrauding the insurer or any other person. Penalties include imprisonment and/or fines. In addition, an insurer may deny

insurance benefits if false information materially related to a claim was provided by the applicant.

FL Residents Only: Any person who knowingly and with intent to injure, defraud or deceive any insurance company files a

statement of claim containing any false, incomplete, or misleading information is guilty of a felony of the third degree.

KY and PA Residents Only: Any person who knowingly and with intent to defraud any insurance company or other person files an

application for insurance containing any materially false information or conceals, for the purpose of misleading, information

concerning any fact material thereto commits a fraudulent insurance act, which is a crime.

ME, TN and VA Residents Only: It is a crime to knowingly provide false, incomplete or misleading information to an insurance

company for the purpose of defrauding the company. Penalties include imprisonment, fines and denial of insurance benefits.

OH Residents Only: Any person who, with the intent to defraud or knowing that he is facilitating a fraud against an insurer, submits

an application or files a claim containing a false or deceptive statement is guilty of insurance fraud.

Puerto Rico Residents Only: Any person who, knowingly and with the intent to defraud, presents false information in an insurance

request form, or who presents, helps or has presented a fraudulent claim for the payment of a loss or other benefit, or presents

more than one claim for the same damage or loss, will incur a felony, and upon conviction will be penalized for each violation with a

fine no less than five thousand (5,000) dollars nor more than ten thousand (10,000) dollars, or imprisonment for a fixed term of three

(3) years, or both penalties. If aggravated circumstances prevail, the fixed established imprisonment may be increased to a

maximum of five (5) years; if attenuating circumstances prevail, it may be reduced to a minimum of two (2) years.

In some states we are required to advise you of the following: Any person who knowingly intends to defraud or facilitates a

fraud against an insurer by submitting an application or filing a false claim, or makes an incomplete or deceptive statement of a

material fact, may be guilty of insurance fraud. 

05-181-1



About Americo

For over 100 years, Americo Life, Inc., and its family of insurance companies have been committed to providing

the life insurance and annuity products you need to protect your mortgage, family, and future.* We listen to what

you want from an insurance policy or annuity and do our best to provide a proper solution for your situation.

Innovative thinking has helped us build a strong financial foundation for our business. Today, Americo Financial

Life and Annuity Insurance Company is the lead company in one of the largest independent, privately held

insurance groups in the United States**, with nearly eight hundred thousand policies, over $37 billion of life

insurance in force, and over $5 billion in assets in force for year-end 2005.***

*Americo Life, Inc., is a holding company and is not responsible for the financial condition or contractual obligations of its affiliate insurance companies.

**"Admitted Assets, Top Life Writers-2004," A.M. Best Co., as of July 2005.

***Information is as of end of year 2005 on a consolidated basis for Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company and the other life insurance
subsidiaries of Americo Life, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. Information is prepared on the basis of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). 

Important Information
This annuity is intended to be a long-term retirement instrument. If you keep this annuity only a few years, contract values may be less than the total
contributions due to surrender charges, income tax and IRS penalties.

Any illustrations of future values used in a sales presentation are provided only for illustrative purposes. Any such illustration must not be regarded as
guaranteed or as estimated future performance unless it is based solely on the minimum guaranteed interest rates.

Comparison of equity-indexed annuities on any single factor may be misleading. 

Refer to the Disclosure Statement, as well as your policy, for the governing contractual provisions.

The policy does not directly participate in any stock or equity investments.

Products are underwritten by Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company, Kansas City, MO and may vary in accordance with state laws. Some
products and benefits may not be available in all states. Certain restrictions apply. For further information, please refer to the contract.

Neither Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company nor any agent representing Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company is
authorized to give legal or tax advice. Please consult a qualified, professional legal or tax advisor regarding the information and concepts contained in this
material.

“Standard & Poor’s®”, “S&P 500®” and “Standard & Poor’s 500®” are trademarks of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. and have been licensed for use
by Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company. This product is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Standard & Poor’s® and Standard
& Poor’s® makes no representations regarding the advisability of purchasing this product.

The S&P 500 Index® and the NASDAQ-100® are market-valued weighted price indexes which reflect capital growth only and does not include dividends
paid on stocks.

NASDAQ®, NASDAQ-100®, and NASDAQ-100 Index®, are trademarks of The Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc. (which with its affiliates is referred to as the
“Corporations”) and are licensed for use by Americo Life, Inc.  The Product(s) have not been passed on by the Corporations as to their legality or
suitability.  The Product(s) are not issued, endorsed, sold, or promoted by the Corporations.  THE CORPORATIONS MAKE NO WARRANTIES AND
BEAR NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT(S).

Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company
Home Office: Dallas, TX

Administrative Office: P.O. Box 410288, Kansas City, MO 64141-0288 


